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Structural rigidity of bar frameworks is studied in the case that the corresponding rigidity 
matrix has rank one less than the number of columns. This represents he case just next to infini- 
tesimal rigidity and is likely to occur at the exceptional loci of generically inf-rigid frameworks. 
Applying a general rigidity criterion from the preceding paper we obtain necessary and sufficient 
rigidity conditions in which (i) vectors are assigned to binary trees, (ii) fixed linear combinations 
(whose coefficients are polynomials of several real variables) are formed and (iii) it is tested 
whether these combinations may simultaneously belong to a certain vector space. Although this 
criterion is too complex for theorem proving it may be easily applied in concrete situations. 
O. Introduction 
This is a continuation of the paper [5] on structural rigidity. The field, or more 
appropriately, problem area has drawn inspiration from both geometry and struc- 
tural engineering. The former really started with (and to some extent still revolves 
around) Cauchy's celebrated rigidity theorem (1813), flourished around the turn of 
the century, when it attracted the attention of Maxwell, Cremona, Lebesgue and 
Hadamard, and has witnessed a revival in recent years. A slightly different but 
closely related type of definition of rigidity arises in mechanical engineering and 
architecture. In the design of wooden trusses and bolted ironwork (for commercial 
and industrial buildings, arenas, exhibition halls, geodesic domes, bridges, towers, 
etc.) we encounter rods (bars or beams) joined together at their endpoints. Although 
the beams can be made reasonably sturdy, the angles at the joints cannot. Yet the 
mutual angles of joined bars need to be maintained and the problem is to eliminate 
by proper design the possibility of deformation. From this point of view, 6 rods 
forming a tetrahedron are acceptable while 12 rods making a cube are not (to make 
the latter rigid some wall or interior diagonal braces are needed). Claims have been 
made that the actual collapse of some frameworks was due to the flaws in the basic 
design. 
Abstracting, we are led to the system of points whose pairwise distances remain 
constant under all continuous deformations preserving the distances corresponding 
to rods. This abstract rigidity does not seem to be quite adequate for actual design 
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because, for example, it allows long bars or joins at very acute or obtuse angles. 
Moreover, designs should probably be optimal in some sense but it seems that the 
constraints and goals involved have yet to be formulated by structural engineers. 
But the theory of abstract rigidity is interesting on its own, nicely combining 
elementary linear algebra, geometry and combinatorics. Until fairly recently, as 
witnessed by most engineering textbooks, structural rigidity was a rather neglected 
and confused domain (for a vivid analysis see [4]) but even now it is just past its 
'embryonic state' in many respects and-most problems remain unsolved. 
This paper partially takes up the challenge of Griinbaum and Shepard [4] by 
studying the rigidity of frameworks (as opposed to the common but more restrictive 
infinitesimal rigidity, which is also called finite or static rigidity). It slightly differs 
from other papers in the area by eliminating euclidean (rigid) motions from the very 
outset. We study bar frameworks that are almost infinitesimally rigid in the sense 
that their rigidity matrix is of rank one less than full. This represents the case just 
next to infinitesimal rigidity and is likely to occur at the exceptional loci of generi- 
cally infinitesimally rigid frameworks. 
The core of the paper is a rigidity criterion for the almost infinitesimally rigid 
frameworks, derived from a similar general criterion from the preceding paper [5]. 
This criterion requires the successive computation of certain vectors each corre- 
sponding to a binary unlabelled tree. We form linear combinations of these vectors 
(whose coefficients are polynomials in real variables xl, x2,.., which are universal 
since they depend neither upon the graph nor the dimension of these spaces nor the 
position of the points). The framework is not rigid (i.e. has a flex) iff there are 
nontrivial values x~, x2, ... such that all these linear combinations imultaneously 
belong to a certain vector space. To set up the machinery is a complex task but it 
may be expected that for most almost inf-rigid frameworks the numerical testing 
will be very fast and straightforward. A simple example (Desargue configuration) 
shows that the computations are tedious if parameters are involved. However this 
could be overcome by more patience or rather letting a computer manipulate the 
formulae. For the present it could serve well in concrete situations where it may be 
preferable to the (often fallacious) alternatives of model building or intuitive 
reasoning. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. In this second paper on structural rigidity we concentrate on bar frameworks 
that are almost infinitesimally rigid. The paper is a continuation of [5] but for the 
reader's benefit we briefly recapitulate he necessary concepts and so the paper may 
be read independently of [5]. For more information we refer the reader to [5] or to 
the papers listed there. Geometric onsiderations and the abstraction of systems of 
bars joined together at their ends leads to systems of o points in the euclidean 
n-space whose pairwise distances are required to be constant under every continuous 
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deformation preserving certain distances between the points (i.e. those corre- 
sPonding to rods). The set of these pairs is described by the graph G = (V;E) with 
the vertex set V= {1, ..., o} and edge set E consisting of unordered pairs of distinct 
vertices. A bar f ramework (shortly ' framework';  other names: linkwork, linkage or 
truss) in [R n is G(p)=(G;p)  where p= (PI,---,Po) is a sequence of points in the 
euclidean n-space R n (the sequence p will be often identified with the corresponding 
element of ~no). A continuous map p(t):  = (Pl(t) , . . . ,Po(t))  from [0, 1] into ~on 
such that ( i )p (0 )=p,  and (ii) the euclidean distance diy(t): =llPi(t)-pj(t)ll is 
constant for all edges ij e E, is called a motion. A motion is a f lex if (iii) at least 
one dij ( i j cE)  is not constant on [0, 1]. A framework is deformable (flexible, 
movable or mechanism) if it has a flex and rigid otherwise. The condition (iii) means 
that for at least one 0 < t _  1 the sequence p(t) is not obtained from p by a rigid or 
euclidean motion. The presence of euclidean motions is not only somewhat cumber- 
some but does not quite correspond to reality since structures have usually some 
points fixed to the ground and thus are not freely floating in the space. We shall 
assume throughout hat the framework has been grounded so that it allows no 
euclidean motion. (The problems related to this grounding are discussed in [5]). For 
notational convenience the grounded or f ixed points are Pk+ 1, ...,Po while the re- 
maining free points are Pl, ..., Pk. There are no edges joining two grounded points. 
1.2. Let {iljl, ..., ieJe} be the list of the edges of E in some fixed order and let 
Pi = (xil,---, xin)be the points of p :  = (P1,-.., Pv) T- The rigidity or coordinatizing 
matrix R : = Rc~p) of G(p) is the following e x kn matrix. The rows are indexed by 
iljl, ..., ieJe and the columns by the pairs 11, ..., ln, ..., kl ,  ..., kn. The entry in the 
row ij and column st is xi t -  xjt if s = i, x j t -  xit if s = j  and 0 otherwise. Thus for an 
edge ij consisting of two free vertices (i.e. 1 <_ i, j<_ k, iC j )  the corresponding row 
contains at most 2n nonzero entries which are coupled in pairs with the same abso- 
lute value and opposite sign. For an edge ij between a free and fixed vertex (i.e. for 
1 <_ i<_k<j<_ v) we have at most n nonzero entries in its row. Clearly the matrix is 
quite sparse for k large. Note that the distribution of forcibly zero entries depends 
only on the graph G while the positions of the points Pj manifest themselves 
through coordinate differences in the relatively few other entries. We denote by 0 
the zero row or column vector of appropriate size. We shall need a special 'product' 
c .d  of two column kn-vectors c= (CI, ..., C,) T and d=(D1, . . . ,Ok) T defined by 
c,d:  = ((C h - Cj,)(D,,-  Dj,), ..., (C,e- Cie)(D,e- Dye))'r 
where Ck+ l = "'" = Co =Dk+ l = . . . .  Do=O and the e coordinates of c ,d  are the dot 
or inner products of n-vectors. Note that (c, d)-- ,c ,d is a commutative and bilinear 
map from Nk, x Nk, into B e (i.e. c ,d  = d ,c  and (ac + t ic ') ,d = a(c,d)  + fl(c',d) for 
all c ,c ' ,de R kn and a, Be  ll~). In the sequel summation range is always over sets of 
positive integers. Our starting point is the following rigidity criterion which is a 
reformulation of [5, Proposition 3.2]. 
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1.3. Proposition. A grounded bar framework G(p) in ~ has a flex if and only if 
the infinite system of equations 
2Rotr)Pt+ ~, (Pw*Pt_w)=O (lt) 
w<l  
(1= 1,2, ...) has a nonzero solution Pl, P2, ... with pie ~kn (i= 1,2, ...). 
Proof. Since we have a bar structure, Proposition 3.2 of [5] reduces to the fol- 
lowing: G(p) has a flex if and only if there exist Pt = (Pit, ---, Pot) e [~no (l = 0, 1,...) 
such that p0=p,  Pk+l,m . . . .  =Pom=O (m= 1,2, ...) and at least one pm~:0 (m>0)  
satisfying 
I 
~, (Piw- Pjw)(Pi, t_w- Pj, t_w)=O (2~jt) 
w=O 
for all i jeE.  Here the product in (2~jt) is again the dot or inner product of n- 
vectors (there is a misprint in Proposition 3.2(iii): Pk+l,m = . . . .  Po, m should read 
Pk+l,m . . . . .  Po, m)" We rewrite (2~ji) as 
/ - I  
2(Pi-Pj)(Pit-Pjt)+ E (Piw-Pj~)(Pi, t-w-Pj, t-w) =0" 
w=l  
(3) 
The second term leads to the e-vector b" = ~w<t (Pw*Pt-w) in (1 t) (because it is the 
ij-th coordinate of b). Let Pr" =(Xri,...,Xrn) ( r= l , . . . ,o )  and Pst: =(xstl,.-.,xstn) 
(s = 1, ..., o; l = 1, 2,...). Then 
(P i -  P j ) (P i l -  Pjl) = ~ (x i t -  xjt)( Xl - x]t) 
t= l  
n 
= (x . -x j , )x '+  
t= l  t= l  
Taking into account the special form of Rc, tp) (see Section 1.2 above) it is not 
difficult to see that 2(Pi-Pj)(Pit-P)I) makes up the term 2Rotp)pT. [] 
Remark. Each equation (l t) stipulates that an e-dimensional vector is the zero 
vector, i.e. (It) represents a system of e equations. 
In other words G(p) is rigid iff (1) has only the trivial solution Pl =P2 . . . . .  0. 
The equation (11) is Rpl =0. If R has the full column rank nk, then Pl =0 and it 
is easy to see that (1) has only the trivial solution Pl =P2 . . . . .  0. A grounded 
framework G(p) with R~tr) of rank kn is said to be infinitesimally rigid or shortly 
in f-rigid. (If the framework stems from a free floating framework it is reasonable 
to require that the subframework formed by the points chosen to be fixed should 
also be inf-rigid.) The inf-rigid frameworks are well known to be rigid. Due to their 
nice linear algebra description and additional engineering advantages until now 
practically only inf-rigid frameworks have been seriously studied (to the point that 
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often even the distinction between rigidity and inf-rigidity is blurred or even lost [4]). 
A graph G with k 'fixed' vertices k+ 1, ..., 0 is generically inf-rigid if there exists 
an inf-rigid framework G(p) with fixed vertices Pk+l, ...,Po. (This definition 
differs from the standard one in our a priori choice of fixed vertices). As in [1,2] 
it is easy to show that for a generically inf-rigid framework the set I of vectors 
p e [R n° such that G(p) is not inf-rigid is a closed subset of ff~no f  Lebesgue measure 
0. It can be thus expected that for many p ~ I the rigidity matrix Row) will be of 
rank kn-  1, i.e. that a drastic drop in the rank will occur only sporadically. (How- 
ever, as one of the referees pointed out "there are certain graphs for which I 
contains ubsets U of the same dimension as I on which the rank always drops to 
kn-  2 (or more) [6])". The grounded bar frameworks with rigidity matrix of rank 
kn-  1 will be called taut. 
(In view of the history of confused terminology in this field the term 'stiff' used 
in an earlier version has been replaced by 'taut'. As one of the referees pointed out 
'stiff' may be distracting and not helpful as it may be confused with 'rigid'. It is 
hoped that 'taut' ,  selected mainly for brevity, will be less misleading.) The re- 
mainder of the paper is devoted to the characterization f taut frameworks based 
on the rigidity criterion. 
Since the situation is complicated enough we do not attempt o extend the ideas 
to ranks less than kn-1 .  
2. Taut frameworks 
2.1. Put r=kn-1  and e=[E[ .  For an exq matrix A let A ^  and Av denote the 
matrices consisting of the first r and last e - r  rows of A. Let G(p) be a fixed 
grounded taut bar framework and R:  = Rc~p) its rigidity matrix (of rank r). For 
simplicity the edge set E = {il J l , . . . ,  ieJe} is ordered so that R ^  is of full row rank r. 
Next reorder the vertices of G and, if necessary, the coordinate axes of R n so that 
R ^  = [H, H/z] where H is a nonsingular r x r matrix and/z = (/Jl, ...,/Zr) T a column 
r-vector. Now the rows of Rv belong to the row vector space of R ^  and therefore 
R~ =MR ^  for a unique (e - r )× r matrix M. (Note that by Cramer's rule the entries 
of M are of the form det A/det  H where both A and H are matrices resembling R.) 
Finally denote by V the vector space {xe R e :x v =Mx^}. 
In our notation the system (11) is equivalent to R^p~ =0. From R^= [H, HIz] it 
follows that the general solution of this homogeneous system is Pl =Xl't" where 
X l E [R and  
r =(/zl, ...,/Zr, - 1) T. (4) 
Consider next (12): 
RP2 = -- ½Pl *Pl- (5) 
Using the bilinearity of • we can write (5) as the nonhomogeneous system 
RP2 = - ½x2(r,r). (6) 
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Clearly (6) is solvable iff the vector of the right belongs to V, i.e. iff 
(r*r)v = - ½x2M(r*r) ^. 
Suppose (7) holds. We may reduce (6) to 
R^P2 = - ½x2(r,r) ^. 
(7) 
(8) 
For future use we introduce the map x--,x ° of IRe into ~v,, defined by setting 0°= r 
and 
xo [-oX ] ,9, 
for xe [~e\ {0}. It is easy to verify that -½x2(r*r) ° is a solution of (8) and there- 
fore 
P2" = - ½xl2(r*r)°+x2 r (10) 
is the general solution of (11)-(12). The emerging pattern is the following. Intro- 
duce/91 = X l t and P2 given by (10) into (13). The resulting system of linear equations 
(whose unknowns are the coordinates of P3) is solvable iff the columns e-vector of 
the right sides belongs to V. If this condition holds, then P3 is a linear combination 
of certain vectors with coefficients that are polynomials in real variables x~, x2 and 
x3. After this has been completed we repeat for P4 etc. 
2.2. To describe this process formally we use rooted binary trees and non-negative 
integer sequences attached to their leaves. The same could be achieved in terms of 
weighted words of the free commutative groupoid on a countable alphabet but we 
prefer the more intuitive binary trees. The description is admittedly heavy but at 
least it is completely independent of G and p. 
A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A binary tree is a tree with the degree sequence 
(= number of edges adjacent o vertices in a nondecreasing order) (0) or (1, 1,2) 
or ( 1,..., 1,2, 3,.. . ,  3). The vertices of degree 1 and the vertex of degree 2 are called 
the leaves and the root. It is well known and it easy to see that a binary h-leaf tree 
has 2h-  1 vertices. Let B h denote a maximal set of pairwise nonisomorphic h-leaf 
trees (i.e. up to isomorphism each h-leaf tree appears exactly once in Bh). Clearly 
B 1 consists of a single vertex. Suppose we have constructed the sets BI, . . . ,B h_ 
each ordered in some way. If we remove the root of a binary h-leaf tree b we obtain 
a graph whose 2 connected components b' and b" are again binary trees. Thus 
we may identify b' with an element of Bi and b" with an element of Bh-i where 
1 <_i<_½h. If i<½h, we call b' and b" the left and right subtrees of b. For i=½h, if 
b' and b" are non-isomorphic, the left subtree is decreed to be the one preceding the 
other in the list for B i. The trees from B2={b2} , B3={b3},B4={b4,bs} , B5= 
{b 6, b 7, bs} and B6= {b9, . . . ,  bl4 } are displayed on Fig. 1. It is well-known and easy 
Oo to see that there is a bijection between B: = Ui=~ Bi and the free commutative 
groupoid on one generator, i.e. Bh may be identified with the set of formal expres- 
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b 1 
A AAA 
b 2 b 3 b 4 b5 
AAA 
b 6 b 7 b 8 
AAAAAA 
b 9 bl 0 bll bl 2 b13 b14 
Fig. 1. 
sions properly built up from h symbols x and L½hJ left brackets '(' and L½hJ right 
brackets ')' with the identification provided by the postulated commutativity of the 
juxtaposition (e.g. b4 is represented by x (x (xx)) and bs = (xx)(xx)). 
2.3. We need the following notation and conventions. The sums and products will 
be all over the positive integers. S is the set of nonnegative integer sequences having 
only a finite positive number of nonzero terms. For tr=(tr l ,  t r2 , . . . )eS and 
~= (~1,~2, .--) eS  set tr_<~ if tri<_~i for all i and 
= (a l -  a2- 2, . . . ) .  
Further for tr e S and 1, h positive integers put 
wtr" = ~. itri, sa : = ~, tri, Slh" = {tr ~ S : w a • = 1, s a = h}.  ( i i)  
The actual computation of Sth may be facilitated by the fact that tr2 + 2tr3 + . . . .  
l -h ,  with integers O<_tri<_h; e.g. for $52 we have trz+2tr3+3tr4+ . . . .  3, hence 
either tr4= 1 (leading to (1,0,0,1,0, . . . )  which will be abbreviated 1001) or tr2= 
tr 3 = 1 (giving 01 I). 
By induction on h we define a rational 'valuation' nat, assigned to b~Bh and 
t reSth (h,l>0). For the singleton tree bl and tr= (0, ...,0, 1,0, ...> eSn set nab, = 1. 
Suppose h > 1 and nat, has been defined for all b ~ Bs and tre Srs with 0 < s < h and 
r>_l. Let beBh and t reSth.  Set ! '= L½1J. Denote by b' and b # the left and right 
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subtrees of b (defined above and obtained by removing the root of b) where 
b' 6Bh, , b" eBh, and h '<_h"=h-h ' .  For b':/:b" set 
A : = {~6S:~<-tr ,  s~=h' ,h '<-w~<- l -h"} ,  (12) 
nab: = -- ~ n~b,na-~,o,,. (13) 
¢eA 
Similarly for b ' - -b"  set 
A : = {~eS:~<_cr, s¢=h',h'<-w¢<-l '}, (14) 
nab: = - ~ JtCn¢o,na-¢,b' (15) 
~eA 
where Jt~" =½ if we=l" and dit~" = 1 otherwise. We illustrate (12)-(15) on a few 
examples where a l " -  oi stands for (trl, a2, . . .)  with o'i¢0 = o'i+ 1 = tri+2 = "'" (i.e. tr i 
is the last positive term of a). 
2.4. Example. Consider the binary trees bl, b2,b 3 from Fig. 1. For a=2 
(= (2,0, . . . ))  and b2 we have A ={1} (because b '=b"=bl ,  and h '= l '=  1 requires 
in (14) s¢ = w~ = 1, i.e., ~ = 1) and by (15) 
n2b 2 -- 02, 17ClblT~lbl - -02 ,1  
By the same token for tr = 11 e $32 and bE we have A = { 1} and 
T i l l ,b2= --03,117tlblnOl,bl----- -03,11 ----- -- 1. 
In a similar fashion 
nlOl,b2:TtlOOl,b2mnOll,b2 -- --1, n02, b2 w 1 .  
Take the tree b3. First let tr = 3. Then in (12) we have A = { 1 } (in view of s¢ = 1 = h' 
and l<_w~<_ l=3-2=l -h" )  and n303=--TtlbtItEb2 : l .  For  a=21 we have /=4,  
A={1,01}  and 
= ~-) -- T"  n21,b s=-nlbtnll,b2-n01,blnEb2 - - ( - -1)- - ( - -1 _3 
Similarly 
3 
h i2 ,  b3 : n2ol ,  b3 -~ T"  
(/1={1,01} and {1,001}). 
Consider the t ree  b 4. Using A={I}  we get n4b=-½.  Next n3~,b =- -2  (for 
A ={1,01}). 
Now take bs. For t r=4 from h '=h"=2 we get A = {2} in (14) and n465= -
½n2o2=-~. Similarly from A={2} we get n31,bs=--Tt2027tll,b2 -~-  1 Finally for 
tr = 5 we get 
i ~_._L 
nSb6 = l ,  7t567 = ~-, 7t5b8 4. 
2.5. The inductive definition of nab being not transparent we describe nab in a 
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more direct and intuitive way. For traSh and bl put C(tr, bl): = {(l)}. Let h>l ,  
tr ~ Sth, b ~ Bh and let l l , . . . ,  lh be the leaves of b in their natural order (induced by 
the successive decompositions into the left and right subtrees, e.g. going from left 
to right for the trees on Fig. 1). Define C(a, b) as the set of sequences x= <xl, . . . ,xh) 
having exactly tri terms i ( i= 1,2, ...) and the following property. For every binary 
subtree t of b whose left and right subtrees t' and t" are equal we have 
Xr + "'" -{- Xr +q-  1 <~Xr +q Jr- "'" + Xr + 2q- 1 (16) 
where lr, ...,lr+q-1 and lr+q, ...,lr+2q-I are the leaves on t' and t" in their natural 
order. Moreover, if there is equality in (16), then 
<Xr , . . . ,X r+q-  1) <__ <Xr+q, . . . ,X r+2q- l ) ,  
in the lexicographic order _< (i.e. Xr+l<Xr+q+l for the least 1 such that Xr+t=t= 
Xr+q+l) .  
For example, C(121, bs) = { ( 1,2, 2, 3 ), ( 1, 3, 2, 2 ) }. Indeed h = 4, ( xl, ..., x4 ) is a 
rearrangement of ( 1,2, 2, 3 ) (tr I = 1 terms 1, tr 2 = 2 terms 2 and tr 3 = 1 terms 3) and 
XI + X2 <-X3 -[- X4, XI <~X2, X3 <--X 4 
(choosing t=bs, t ' - - left  subtree b E and t"=r ight  subtree bE). The lexicographic 
order eliminates < 2, 2, 1, 3). Considering xi as the weight of li and Xr +"" + Xr+ 2q-1 
as the weight of t, the set C(a, b) is nothing else than the collection of assignments 
of tT~ weights 1, (7 2 weights 2, etc. to the leaves such that for each pair of neighbor- 
ing identical subtrees the weight of the left one is at most the weight of the right 
one with the lexicographic onstraint in the case of equality (Fig. 2). 
We need also weights (x;b) (beB h, tr~Sth, x~C(a,b)). Set ((l),bl)=O. For 
h>l ,  1>1, beBh, tr~Slh and x~C(tr, b) let (x;b) denote the number of binary 
subtrees t of b whose right and left subtrees t' and t" are equal and the corresponding 
sequences (Xr, ...,Xr+q-l) and (Xr+q, ..., Xr+2q-1) are equal. In the above example 
we have (1223;b5)=0 and (1322,b5)=1 (Fig. 2). Now we can express ]tab as 
follows. 
1~2 1~3 1~___3 2~2 
3~4 4~% 
Fig. 2. 
2.6. Lemma. For tr~ Sth and b ~ Bh 
7tab = (- -  1) h - I  ~ 2 - (x;b) 
x ¢ C(a,b) 
(17) 
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Proof. By induction on h. In view of C(( l ) ,b l )={( l )} and ( ( l ) ;b l )=0 the 
equation (17) holds for h = 1 and all l>  0. Suppose h > 1 and that (17) holds for all 
h I <h  and 1>0. Let boB h and let b 'cB  h, and b"cB h. be the left and right subtrees 
of b. We have two cases according to b'= b" and b':# b". 
(i) Let b'= b". From (14), (15), the inductive assumption and h'= h"= ½h we get 
nab= - ~, tSl~(- 1) k'-I ~ 2-(x';b')( - 1)h'-I 2~ 2 -¢x";°'), 
~A x" ~C(~,b') x" ~C(a-~,b') 
nab=( -  1) h-1 ~ ~ ~] tSt~2 -tx';o')-tx";b"). (18) 
~A x" eC(~,b') x" ~C(e-~.,b') 
For x=(xl, ...,Xq) C ~.q set []x[] =Xl +---+Xq. Note that for xcC(A,b') we have 
Hxl] = 2 i2i= w a. 
Consider x: = (x', x") where x'  c C(~, b'), x" ~ C(a - ~, b') and ~ c A. On account of 
(14) we have w~<_l' and therefore w~<1'=21'-w~= w a -  w~= wa_ ~ shows that 
IIx'll-< llx'[I with equality iff w~= wa_ ~. We distinguish 3 cases. 
(1) Let IIx'll < IIx"ll. On account of this, x'cC(~,b') and x"~C(e-~,b ' )  we have 
xcC(e,b).  Since w~= IIx'll <llx"ll =wo_~ the term corresponding to x appears 
exactly once in (18). Moreover, w~< w,~_~ entails ~St~= 1 and the asymmetry of x'  
and x" shows (x, b) = (x', b') + (x", b'). Altogether there is the contribution 2-  ix; b) to 
the sum in (18). 
(2) Let Ux'll = IIx"ll, Then w~=l" and Ot~=½. (a) Let x'g=x". Put y" =(x',x") if 
(lexicographically) x '  <__ x" and y : = (x % x') otherwise. Again y c C(a, b) and O'; b) = 
(x'; b') + (x"; b'). Since both ordered pairs (x', x") and (x", x') appear exactly once in 
(18) (corresponding to ~ cA  and a -~ cA  where ~ may equal e -O  the total contri- 
bution is 
½2 - ty; b) + ½2- 0,; 0) = 2 - t.v; b). 
(b) Finally let x'  = x". Then (x; b) = (x'; b') + (x'; b') + 1. The ordered pair (x', x') 
appears exactly once in (18) with the contribution 
½2-~x';b')-~x';b') = 2-ix;b). 
Thus (18) converts to (17). 
(ii) For b'g:b" the proof is similar but simpler. [] 
2.7. Example. Let a=21.  For the tree b3 from Fig. 1 we have C(21,b3)= 
{112,211}, (112;b3)=0, (211;b3)=1 and 
7tEl,b 3 = ( - -  1)2(20+ 2-1) =23_. 
Similarly, from C(31,b4)={2111,1211, 12} 
(1112;b4)=0 we get 
lt31,b4=( - 1)3(2 -1+2 - l+2°)= -2 .  
and (2111;b4)=(1211;b4)= 1, 
Now we are ready to define inductively a family {5 :b  c B} of column e-vectors. 
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For the one vertex tree bl set 51 = 0. Suppose h > 1 and 5 has been defined for all 
trees from BI O . . .  OBh_ 1. For b e B h put 5= 50*5 ° where bl and br are the left and 
right subtrees of b, x~x ° is the map from 2.1 (9) and • is the product from 1.2. 
Now we are ready for a rigidity criterion for taut frameworks. 
2.8. Theorem. A taut framework G(p) has a flex i f  and only i f  there exists a real 
sequence (Xl, x2, ... ) such that all the vectors 
YI: = E E b • ~zab I'[ Xm ~'~ ( l=1,2, . . . )  (191) 
h<--/ b~B, a~Si, m 
belong to the corresponding vector space V. I f  (191) hold for 1= 1,2, ..., then the 
corresponding solution of (1) is 
Pt = ~. E 5° E nab [I x,~" (l=1,2,...). (201) 
h<_l beB h aESih m 
In other words, a taut framework G(p) is rigid iff for each nonzero real sequence 
(Xz, x2, . . .)  there is an 1 such that z:  =Yl (defined by (191)) is outside V, i.e. zv 
Mz ^  where M is the matrix from 2.1. Note that each Yl is a polynomial of real 
variables Xl, x2, ... whose coefficients are e-vectors, i.e., y is a linear combination 
of the vectors 5 corresponding to the binary trees having at most l leaves in which 
the coefficients are special polynomials in Xl, ..., Xl. Due to BI = {bl } and 51 = 0 the 
first one is Yl =0  which trivially belongs to V. In view of $11 = {1} (where again 1 
stands for (1 ,0 , . . . ) )  and 5°=r ,  ltlb =1,  the equation (201) reduces to Pl=XlZ 
which is indeed the general solution of (11). The vectors Y2,---, Ys are listed in 3.1. 
Proof.  Let Pl, P2,--. be a solution of (1). By induction on l= 1,2,... we construct 
reals Xl, x2, ..., Xl such that the corresponding Yi belongs to V and (20i) holds for 
i=  1, ..., l . For l=  1 the validity of (191) and (201) has been shown above. Suppose 
that l> 1 and Xl, ..., xt_ 1 are reals such that the corresponding Yl, ..-, Yt- 1 belong to 
V and (201)-(201_ 1) hold. Set 1': = [½1J and for 1 <i<l '  integer put eli: = -½ if 
i=½1 (i.e. if 1 is even and i=l') and eli" = - 1 in all other cases. Write (11) as 
Rp= E £li(Pi*Pl-i)" (21) 
i<_l" 
For b e Bh and j_> 1 set 
fb jh := E nab I-[ X~ m. (22) 
a ~ S/h m 
Introduce (201)-(20t_1) into (21) and apply the bilinearity of .:  
Rp,= E E E E E Bli~beih,fbo, l-i, h2(~Oc*50) • (23) 
i<--I ' hl<-i h~<_l-i beeB, i bd~Bh2 
By definition 5 ° ,5  ° = 5f where bf is the binary tree from Bh, + h2 whose subtrees are 
bc e Bh, and bd e Bh~ (either bc is the left subtree and b d is the right subtree of fly or 
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the other way around). Note that h~<_i and h2<_l-i implies hl<_i<l -h2,  i.e., 
2_<h I +h2<_l. Rearranging we can bring (23) to the form 
gp,= E E 
2<_h<l bEB h 
with suitable polynomials ~Pb in xl, . . . ,  Xt. For b e Bh let again b' ~ B h, and b" ~Bh. 
denote the left and right subtrees of b. By definition we have h'<<_ h"= h -  h', i.e., 
2h'_< h < 1 proving h '< 1'. We distinguish the following cases: 
(1) Let b '¢b" .  (a) Let h"<l'.  From the assumption h"<_l" we get l '<_21'-h"< 
l -h"  and similarly from h'<_h"<_l'<_l-l" we obtain l '< l -h ' .  In (23) the term 
g,o,/~,,o appears exactly once for every i=h ' ,h '+ 1,..., l '  and similarly /~,o,g,o 
appears exactly once for every i = h", h" + 1,..., l'. Applying g,0,/~,,o = g=/~,o,g,o 
and substituting j = 1 - i  in the second sum we obtain 
(0 b = 
l I [ '  
E e l i~b' ih '~b", l - i ,h  ' '+ 2 gH[~b"ih"~b'l - i ,h ' 
i=h" i=h" 
1" l -h" 
E ell~b'ih'~b",l-i,h "+ E eljflb~]h'flb",l-j,h"" (24) 
i=h' j=l- l" 
For I odd we have en = - 1 for all i, 1-1"= 1'+ 1 and therefore 
l -h" 
(PO=-  Z #b'ih'l~O",l-i,h "" (25) 
i=h' 
For l even the term etrBb'rh'flb"rh" appears twice in (24) but at the same time 
err = -½ bringing (24) again to (25). 
(b) Let l '<h"<l .  In (23) the term /~,0,/~,o appears exactly once for each 
i = h', ..., l -h" .  Since 1-h"< 1' we have eti = -1  and ~Pb is given by the formula 
(25). 
(2) Finally let b '=  b". In view of h '=  h"<_ l' we have l'_< l -h ' .  Thus in (23) the 
term/~'°./5'° appears exactly once for each i= h', ..., l' and 
q'o = 
i=h' 
From (22) we compute 
#b'ih' flb", ! -  i, h" 
(26) 
= ~ E n~b'no-~,b" l'I X~n m. (27) 
oeS, h ~eS~,,,~<_a m 
For b '¢  b" (case l) introduce (27) into (25). Using (12) and (13) we can easily convert 
this expression into the required 
E E xT.-= E II 
oeSth ~eA m aeSu, m 
For b '= b" (case 2) in a strictly analogous fashion (using (26) and (14), (15)) we get 
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the same result proving Rpt=yt.  Finally, this linear non-homogeneous system is 
solvable iff Yte V proving our first statement. For Yte V the general solution of 
Rpt= y t is yt ° + xtr = y°t + xtS°l proving (20t) and concluding the inductive step. [] 
2.9. Remark. The formulae (19t) are obviously complicated. The positive side is 
their universality. They apply across the board to all taut frameworks and once 
computed (e.g. by a program) may be used again and again. The graph G and 
position p manifest hemselves only through the vectors/~ and the matrix M. 
2.10. Remark. A grounded bar framework G(p) is second order rigid if, in our 
notation, the 'truncated' system (11)-(12) has only the trivial solution Pl =P2 = O. It 
follows from (5)-(7) and (192) that a taut framework G(p) is second order rigid if 
and only if/)2 does not belong to V. It is known [3] and can be shown from (lt) 
(cf. [5]) that a second order rigid framework is rigid. 
3. Firm frameworks 
3.1. First we list explicitly Y2,..-,Y5 corresponding to the binary trees bl , . . . ,b  8 
where Bi = {bi} (i= 1,2,3), B4 = {ba, bs} and Bs= {b6,b7,bs} and bi are the trees 
from Fig. 1. We have computed some of the coefficients in 2.4. The formulae may 
also be verified directly using (21). We have: 
l 2 - -  Y2 = -- ~-X 1 bE, (192) 
_1 3- -XlXEb2, (193) Y3 - ~-x Iba 
l 4 -  1 4 3 2 l 2 - 
Y4 = - -~-x I b5  - ) -x  I ~4 "~- ~-x l x2  ~3 - (Xl  x3  at- ~XE)b 2, (194)  
_1. 5 -  1 5 -  j 5 1 3 - 
Y5 = 4Xlb8 + yX lb7  + ~-x 1 ~6 - -fXlX2b5 - 2x~x2/~4 
+ ~(x2x3 + XlX2)53- (xlx4 + XEX3)S2. (19s) 
To check the last one we use Ss2 = {1001,011} (cf. 2.3), $53= {201, 12}, $54 = {31} 
and Sss = {5}. The coefficients nab were computed in Example 2.4, but may be also 
obtained from Lemma 2.6. 
3.2. We need the following notation. 
For two column e-vectors o' and o" write o'=--o" to indicate that o ' -o"e  V; e.g. 
o -0  means o~ V. For />0 set 
beBi 
(where 1= <1,0, ...)). From Lemma 2.6 we know that 
rtl, b = ( - 1) t- 12-a 
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where A stands for the number of instances a binary subtree of b has identical 
left and right subtrees. (In some sense A measures the symmetries of b, e.g. 
A = 1, 1, 1,3, 1, 3,2 for b=b2, . . . ,bs.) The first few vectors u h are 
~___ ~ lb  hi, u2= -¢b2, u3-  3, 
U4 = -- ~-(4b4 + ~5), u5 = ~-(4/~ + 57 + 2/~8), 
l/6 = -- T6 (8b9 + 2/~10 + 4/~11 + ~12 + 4/~13 + 2/~14)- 
For positive integers l, h and q put S~g ) : = {G e Sth : tTl = . . . .  eq_ l = 0} (i.e. S~ ) 
consists of nonnegative integer sequences (0, ..., 0, Gq, Gq+ 1, ..-) such that ~: oi = h 
and F. iGi= l). We need the following: 
3.3. Lemma. Let (xl,x2, ...) be a real sequence with 0=X l : . . . .  Xq_  l :/:xq and let 
)'1 be the corresponding e-vectors defined by (19t). Then for every p>_ 1 
ypq=XPUp + ~ ~ 5 ~ rtoO l-I X,~ m" (28) 
2<-h<-p b~B h a~S~).~ m 
Proof. For our x the products I'Im Xm am vanish for a outside S (q) Let p <_ h <pq pq, h" 
and G'- .~(q) Then " "pq, h" 
O=hpq-pqh=h ~ iai-pq ~ ai = ~ (hi-pq)6i. 
i~q i>q i>-q 
The coefficients atisfy hi -pq  >p i -pq>pq-pq  = O. For h >p they are all positive 
and therefore aq=Gq+ l=...=O. Coupled with o 1=... =Gq-l=O we get the 
contradiction G=(0 ,0 ,  . . .)  proving S(q)m,h = O. By the same token  S~q,p(q)---- 
{(0 , . . . ,0 ,p ,0 , . . . )} .  With these observations (19m) becomes (28). [] 
A taut framework is firm if for some p > 1 we have 5 -  0 for all b ~ B1U.-- U Bp_ l 
while Up ~ O. We show that firm frameworks provide an entirely new class of rigid 
(but not inf-rigid) frameworks. 
3.4. Proposition. Every firm framework is rigid. 
Proof. Let G(p) be a firm framework with 5 -0  for all b~BIU...UBp_ I and 
Up ~ O. Suppose G(p) has a flex corresponding to the sequence x whose first non- 
zero term is Xq. Without loss of generality we may assume xq = 1. By Lemma 3.3, 
(28) and the assumption, Ym-Up ~ 0 contrary to Theorem 2.8. [] 
We prove that/ /2-~"" ~" U5 ~'~ 0 in flexible taut frameworks. First we need certain 
values of 1rob, and rtobs. 
3.5. Lemma. I f  a e Si4, then 
~'G : = ~o 'b  4 - -  4~abs = O. 
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Proof .  We distinguish several cases. 
(1) Let ar = as = at = au = 1 where r<s< t< u. Then all the other terms ai= O. 
The assignments of r,s, t ,u to the leaves of b4 (Fig. 1) in Lemma 2.6 consist of the 
l ! ~-4. permutations x=xlx2x3x4 of {r ,s , t ,u} such that x3<x4.  Each of them has 
(x;b4)=0 proving 7tab= -12 .  On the other hand we show: 
The ass ignments to the leaves o f  b5 (Fig. 1) are rstu, rtsu and (i) rust i f  either 
r + u < s + t or r + u = s + t, (r, u) < (s, t) and (ii) stru i f  either r + u > s + t or r + u = 
s + t, (r, u) > (s, t) ( < denotes the lexicographic order). 
First observe that rstu is legitimate by virtue of r<s ,  t<u and r+s< t+ u. The 
same applies to rtsu while the conditions of (i) and (ii) make rust and stru legitimate. 
Conversely, if r + u < s + t, then r is among the first two coordinates in the quadruplet 
(if not, then s + t_< x I + x 2 _< x 3 + x4-< r + u shows s + t = r + u in contradiction to the 
lexicographic order) hence r is the first coordinate. Any choice a, b with a< b 
amongst he remaining values s, t, u yields a legitimate quadruple. The proof of (ii) 
is quite analogous. 
Again all (x ;bs )=O and rtab5 = -3  in both cases. Altogether Aa=-12-  
4( -  3) = 0. 
(2) Let r < s < t and ar = as = 1, as = 2. The legitimate assignments of r, s, s, t to the 
leaves of b4 are rsst, srst, ssrt, strs, tsrs, rtss and trss. The two last assignments 
carry (x; b4)= 1 proving ~t~b, = -6 .  The assignments to the leaves of b5 are either 
(i) rsst and rtss, if 2s>_r+t or (ii) rsst and ssrt if 2s<r+t .  In both cases lt~b= 
_ 3_ proving A~ = 0. 2 
(3) Let r<s<t ,  trr=2, t r s=at=l .  Again 7tab4 = -6 .  The assignments to the 
leaves of b5 are rrst and rsrt, proving rtob~ = -~- and 3.~ = 0. 
(4) The case r<s< t, ar = tr s = 1, trt = 2 is quite similar. 
(5) Let r<s  and tTr=tTs=2. The legitimate assignments to the leaves of b4 are 
srrs, rsrs, rrss and ssrr with the corresponding values (x; b4) = 0, 0, 1, 1 yielding 
7t~l,, = -3 .  The assignments to the leaves of b5 are rrss and rsrs with the values 
3 (x; bs) = 2, 1 yielding lt~b5 - 7. 
(6) Let r < s and O'r = 3, as = 1. The assignments of r, r, r, s to the leaves of b4 are 
rrrs, rsrr and srrr with the values of (x; b4)= 0, 1, 1. Thus ~tal,4 = -2 .  The single 
assignment to the leaves of bs is rrrs giving 7t~l,5 = -½. 
(7) The case r<s  and trr = 1, tr s = 3 is quite similar to the preceding one. 
= l [ ]  (8) Finally for tTr = 4 we have 7t~b ' = -½ and ltab~ -T"  
Now we can prove: 
3.6. Proposit ion. f iG(p)  & a f lex ib le  taut f ramework ,  then u2, u3, u 4 and u5 belong 
to V. 
Proof .  Let G(p) have a flex corresponding to the sequence (0, ..., 0, 1, xq+ 1, "")" 
By virtue of Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 3.3 (p=2)  we have 0----y2q=U2 = -½~2- 
Again by Theorem 2.8, Lemma 3.3 (p=3)  and /~2=0 we have OEy3q--u3=--~b3 
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proving/~3 - 0. Similarly 0 -Y4q-  u4 and therefore by definition (3.2) 454 + bs -  0, 
i.e., ~5-  - 4/~4 Finally setting T: - ~:(q) we obtain 
• - -  ~5q,  4 
O------Y5q----U5+ ~ (~41"tab,+b57tab,) I'I X~" 
oET m 
-u5+54 ~ (~ab4--4~,~b,)1-[X~"=us+/~4 ~ 2al-[x~". 
acT  m acT  m 
The application of Lemma 3.5 gives the desired us -0 .  [] 
Naturally the question arises whether also u6-0  or even 0~u6---~/,/7~--. for 
flexible taut frameworks. 
Proposition 3.6 yields a simple sufficient condition for rigidity of taut frame- 
works: I f  one o f  u 2, ..., u 5 is not in V, then G(p) is rigid. 
4. An application 
We consider the case 0=6,  k=3 and E={12,13,23,14,25,36}. Let p= 
(PI, ..-, P6) where Pi = (xi, Yi) are points in the plane ( i= 1, ..., 6). The bar frame- 
work G(p) is sometimes called the Desargue configuration (Fig. 3). We assume that 
Pi+3 = (1 -2 i )P i  for nonzero reals 2~ (i = 1,2, 3) i.e. that the lines PiPi+ 3 intersect at 
the origin P0 = (0, 0). Let 4 : = {0, 1,2, 3}. For i, j ~ 4 put xij = x i -  xj and Yij =Yi -Y j .  
P4 , T 
PO ~ P3 
/ /  
P2 
P5 
Fig. 3. 
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Further for i, j, I e 4 set 
ijl=det I xij YiJl . 
L Xil Uil J 
Clearly ijl is an abbreviation for [PiPjPt] which is the double of the signed area of 
APiPjPt. It is well known and quite easy to see that j i l= - i j l ,  l i j=ifl and ijl 
vanishes iff the points Pi, Pj and Pt are colinear. 
We shall assume that 123~0 (i.e. PI,P2 and/)3 are not colinear). Since 012= 
013 =023=0 implies PI,PE, P 3 colinear, we may choose the order of the points so 
that 012#:0. For computational convenience we make the additional assumption 
Po:/:P 3. Now by a proper choice of the coordinate system we get P3 = (1,0). For x 
real set x '=  1 -x .  The rigidity matrix R = Rctp) (1.2) is 
XI2 Y12 X21 YEl 0 0 
--X~ Yl 0 0 X~ --Yl 
0 0 -- X~ Y2 X~ -- Y2 
R = AlXl AlYl 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ~-2X2 '~2Y2 0 0 
_ 0 0 0 0 '~3 0 
Let H be the 5 x 5 matrix obtained from R by deleting the last row and column. 
We have 
detH=A122012.123,  
(e.g. factor out '~l and '~2; then from each of the two first rows subtract he sum 
of the last two rows and finally the Laplace expansion in the first two columns gives 
21A2[-(X2Yl+XlY2)X~Y2-YlX~(-XlY2+YlX2)]=AIA2012(-x~Y2+x~Yl)  
=2122012.123). 
In view of the precautions taken det H#:0.  It is well known and may be checked 
directly that R is singular. Thus G(p) is taut. To proceed further we need H-  1 and 
M. Abbreviating a = 012 and ]/= 123 the matrix H-  l = UV where 
V= diag [a-1] / -  l, ] / -  1, ] / -  1, (A I a]/)-  1, (,~2£~]/)- l] 
and U is the matrix 
-x~ylY2 -YlX~ x~yl x~ylot+x~Y2Yl2 -x~Yl]/ 
XlXlY2 XlX2 --XlX ~ X~X~OI--xlY2X12 XlXl]/ 
-- X~YlY2 -- x~Y2 x~Y2 x2Y2]/ -- x~Y2tt -- X~YlYI2 
x2x yl x2x  - x x2 - x2x B - x i  + x x12yl 
--YlY2 --Y2 Yl Y2]/ --Yl]/ _ 
Even the direct verification of UV= H-  l (using ax~ + fix1 - xl2Yl = tT.X~ + ]/X 2 -- 
Xl2Y 2 = - -a  +f l -Y l2  = 0) is tedious (which is due to the fact that we try the Desar- 
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gue configuration i a fairly general position while the inversion is numerically easy 
for any concrete position). Now we need p=H- l (0 , -Y l , -Y2 ,0 ,0 )  r- A direct 
computation shows that 
] - / :  (Yl '  -- Xl' Y2, - X2, 0) T" 
Put vi: = 2i- 1 (i = 1,2, 3). The matrix M is (0, 0, 0, 0, 23)H- 1, i.e. 
M= 23 a -  lfl- l( --YlY2, -- aY2, otYl, vl flY2, - VEflYl). 
From (5) we have r=O' l , -x I ,  Y2 , -x2 ,0 , -  1) T. Now we need 52=r*r (2.7). The 
edges being 12,13,23,14,25,36 for  c=(CI, C2, C3) "r and d=(DI,DE, D3) "r the 
product c,d has been defined in 1.2 as 
( (C  1 - C2) (D  1 - D2)  , (C1 - C3) (D  1 - D3) , (C2 - C3) (D  2 - / )3 )  , 
CiDl, C2D2, C3D3) T. (29) 
For c=d=r  we have C1 =Ol =(Yl, -Xl), C2=D2= (Y2, -x2) and Ca =D3 =(0, - 1) 
and therefore 52 equals 
((-}'12' X21) 2' (YI' XJ) 2' 0"2, X2) 2, 0'1, - -XI)  2, 0'2, --X2) 2, (0, -- 1)2) T 
2 2 ,2+y2, x~2+y2, x2 y2, 2x2+Y2,2 = (X12 +Y 12, Xl ÷ 1). (30) 
Using the above M we get that the vector 52 belongs to V, iff 
_ ylY2(xE2 + y22) + a(_ yE(x~2 + y2) + yl(x~2 + y2)) 
+ I~(VlY2(X 2+ y2)_  V2Yl(X 2 + y2))=~flV 3 
(31) 
where a=Ol2=XlYE-XEY l and fl=123=x~yl-x~Y2. This quintic equation re- 
stricts already the G(p)'s which may have a flex. For given Pl and P2 it represents 
a linear equation in v I , v2 and v3. A tedious computation shows that (31) holds for 
vl = rE= v3 = 1 which correspond to P4=Ps =P6 = (0,0). The framework is indeed 
flexible because it allows the rotation around (0, 0)). 
We did not attempt o compute 53. It should be mentioned that our difficulties 
are mostly due to the generality of G(p). If all parameters x~, y~, x2, Y2, 21, 22 and 
A3 are given numerically the calculations are straightforward and may easily be 
performed by a computer. 
Problem. Do the special values of the parameters leading to 5 i -0  have a meaning, 
e.g. do they make the truss 'less' rigid in some sense? 
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